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Abstract: 

Precipitation estimating is essential in the field of meteorology and hydrology. Notwithstanding, 

existing arrangements dependably accomplish low expectation precision for transient 

precipitation anticipating. Numerical anticipating models perform more terrible in numerous 

conditions. AI approaches disregard the influences of physical factors in upstream or 

downstream locales, which make estimating precision punctuate in various territories. To 

improve the general anticipating exactness for momentary precipitation, this paper proposes a 

novel arrangement called Dynamic Regional Combined transient precipitation Forecasting 

approach (DRCF) utilizing Multi-layer Perception (MLP). In the first place, Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) is utilized to lessen the element of thirteen physical elements, which 

fills in as the contribution of MLP. Second, an avaricious calculation is connected to decide the 

structure of MLP. The encompassing locales are seen dependent on the anticipating site. At last, 

to tackle the messiness obstruction which is brought about by the expansion of the discernment 

run, DRCF is upgraded with a few powerful procedures. Tests are directed on information from 

56 certifiable meteorology locales in China, and we contrast DRCF and barometrical models and 

other AI approaches. The trial results demonstrate that DRCF beats existing methodologies in 

both danger score (TS) and root mean square mistake (RMSE). 
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Introduction 

AS an important part of water resource 

ecosystem, rain- fall plays an important role 

in the field of hydrology and meteorology. 

General speaking, rainfall is the results of 

multi-scale air system interaction, and it is 

affected by many environmental factors, 

such as thermal power, flow field, and 

terrain. These complex physical mechanisms 

make forecasting rainfall very difficult. 

Furthermore, rainfall forecasting is closely 

related to resident life. Especially, short-

time heavy rainfall is the main weather 

element that causes -logging, and can also 

predict road water accumulation ahead of 

time. Consequently, due to the complex 

dynamic changes inside the atmosphere and 

the real-time requirement of short-term 

rainfall forecasting, a large-scale and high-

precision forecasting model is urgently 

needed, which poses a big challenge to the 

field of meteorology and hydrology. 

Currently, there are mainly two ways to 

forecast rainfall: atmospheric models and 

machine learning approaches. Atmospheric 

models simulate atmospheric operation. The 

atmospheric equation is a closed system de- 

scribing atmospheric motion. Atmospheric 

equations can be used to predict atmospheric 

physical quantities and weather elements, 

including rainfall. 

Proposed System 

In this step, we use multiple MLPs to 

forecast rainfall, and these MLPs have been 

trained in the previous step. The main work 

of this step is to determine the appropriate 

number of MLPs to be used. A single MLP 

may predict with large errors. To improve 

prediction accuracy, several MLPs are used 

to make decisions together. These MLPs 

must forecast rainfall from different aspects 

so that they can make up for each other. The 

perception process mentioned in the 

previous section can solve this problem. 

Taking the forecast area as the center area, 

we can establish an MLP with all the 

surrounding areas. The number of 

surrounding areas directly determines how 

many MLPs can be established. These 

MLPs can be used to forecast rainfall in the 

area. When there is an MLP which forecasts 

rainfall, this model will forecast rainfall, and 

the rainfall forecasted by the model is equal 

to the rainfall forecasted by MLP. When the 

number of MLPs which forecasts rainfall is 
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more than 1, the average value of these 

forecasts is used as the forecast value of the 

model. 

Algorithm 

Greedy algorithm: 

Using  the greedy algorithm to determine the 

structure of MLP Require: array is an empty 

array to storage Structural elements, δ and β 

are learning speed. Ensure: layer is the 

hidden layer number of the best MLP, array 

which stores the optimal number of neurons 

in each hidden layer. 

 1: N ← nummax,M ← layermax 

 2: num ← 1,layer ← 1  

3: RMSE ← 0  

4: while layer ≤ M && RMSE increase do  

5: while num ≤ N do  

6: array[layer] ← num,rmse ← 0  

7: if from input layer to output layer then  

8: establish a MLP with the structure {input, 

array [1],..., array[layer], output} 

9: else if from output layer to input layer 

then  

10: establish a MLP with the structure 

{input, array [layer],..., array[1], output} 

11: end if  

12: wij ← random ()  

13: bij ← random ()  

14: δW = 0  

15: while step ≤ STEP && J increase do  

16: xij ← f(WiXi −1 + bi−1)  

17: J ← 1 2(hW,b −y)2  

18: 5W = −∂J(W,b;x,y) ∂W  

19: δW = α5W + βδW  

20: end while  

21: rmse[num] ← J  

22: num ← num + 1  

23: end while  

24: bestnum ←{num|rmse[num] = 

min(rmse)}  

25: RMSE ← rmse[bestnum]  

26: array[layer] ← bestnum  

27: layer ← layer + 1  

28: end while 

Conclusion 

To unravel the constraints of existing 

transient precipitation fore-throwing 
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approaches, a novel model called DRCF is 

proposed dependent on MLP. The 

exploratory outcomes demonstrate that the 

overallforecastingperformanceofDRCFoutpe

rformsstate-of-the-workmanship approaches. 

Future work centers on the accompanying 

perspectives. In the first place, the 

estimating interim of DRCF is constrained 

on 3 hours. Longer gauging interim is 

additionally required. Second, the covetous 

calculation can just choose the ideal 

structure of neighborhood MLP, however 

can't get the worldwide ideal structure. The 

determination of MLP structures is as yet 

worth examining. 
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